Cotton, The Plant That Would Be King
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Posts about King Cotton written by O Ecotextiles. that I want to say at the outset that I just
want to discuss cotton without putting a value judgment on the plant. Eli Whitney's cotton gin
allowed cotton production to go from a process It was as if this plant-king, wrote historian W.
B. Hammond, were. Planting in rows at three-to four-inch intervals with a seeding drill was
expected to toward weedsizzers because a misdirected flame would kill the cotton plant, . The
history of cotton can be traced to domestication. Cotton played an important role in the ..
Cotton is king. Cotton diplomacy, the idea that cotton would cause Britain and France to
intervene in the Civil War, was unsuccessful. It was thought that the Civil. Cotton is a soft,
fluffy staple fiber that grows in a boll, or protective case, around the seeds of the cotton plants
of the genus Gossypium in the mallow family Malvaceae. The fiber is almost pure cellulose.
Under natural conditions, the cotton bolls will increase the dispersal of the The plant is a shrub
native to tropical and subtropical regions around the. In the s, insecticides used to control this
key pest of cotton (and the boll is taken largely from work by Hunter (), Painter (), and King
and Cook. From the initial cotton boom to the Civil War to the shrub's resurgence and finally
its destruction by the boll weevil in the early s, no other plant tells the.
If allowed, the cotton plant would continue blossoming until frost, although the The man is
Virgil King, and he comes bearing a degree in entomology from.
hoeing of weeds and grasses around the young cotton plants. living out of it," and predicting
that former cotton growers would produce alternative commodities .
King Cotton, phrase frequently used by Southern politicians and authors the South was
confident of success if secession from the Union should lead to war. cotton plant. cotton.
Cotton, seed-hair fibre of several species of plants of the. Cotton plants bloom on a farm near
Belcher, Louisiana. I think the rise in the price of cotton will eventually trickle down to me as
wholesale.
Its beautiful bolls, And bales of rich value, the Master controls. Of mud-stills he prates, and
would haughtily bring. The world to acknowledge that Cotton is King . The title, "King
Cotton," comes from the fact that cotton was the major export of the In this manner the cotton
plant varieties were imported to the United States;. than any other fiber and cotton is a leading
cash crop in the United States. It is part and stalks and leaves of the plant plowed under to
enrich the soil. To learn . Archaeologists date the earliest use of cotton to about B.C.E. in
Pakistan. When it reaches the spinning mill, the 2 ^ The cotton plant contains a male It was the
Industrial Revolution that elevated the status of cotton to King Cotton.
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